
WASHINGTON: US President Joe Biden celebrat-
ed a massive rebound in US jobs Friday as a sign of
hope “at long last” that the end of the pandemic is
within sight, with. New Labor Department data
showing the economy regained 916,000 jobs in
March come as a boon to millions of Americans fac-
ing financial ruin - but also lay bare the deep scars
left by more than a year of shutdowns and restric-
tions due to COVID-19.

“We still have a long way to go to get our econ-
omy back on track after the worst economic and job
crisis in nearly a century,” the president said in a
televised address. “But my message to the American
people is this: Help is here. Opportunity is coming.
And at long last, there’s hope for so many families.”

The increase in jobs was the biggest since
August, with nearly a third of the gains in the hard-
hit leisure and hospitality sector, the Labor
Department reported. The rise in hiring pushed the
unemployment rate down to 6.0 percent from 6.2
percent in February. However, even as the economy
begins to recover from the COVID-19 shutdowns,
employment is still 8.4 million jobs lower than the
pre-pandemic peak, the report said.

The gain in nonfarm payrolls, which far exceeded
the consensus estimate among economists, reflects
the accelerating recovery as vaccinations become
more widely available, as well as the injection of
more government stimulus which sent cash to most
households and expanded support to businesses.
And with upward revisions to hiring in the first two
months of 2021, employment in January and
February combined was 156,000 higher than previ-

ously reported, the report said.
Speaking from the White House, Biden said the

gains in February and March mean the United
States “has seen more new jobs created in the first
two months in any administration in history”. While
acknowledging the work still to be done, he credit-
ed a massive $2 trillion infrastructure plan he
unveiled earlier this week, which he said would cre-
ate 19 million jobs over eight years while restoring

US roads, bridges, ports and broadband internet.

White women big winners 
The Labor Department report showed hiring was

widespread in manufacturing, construction and
education, but leisure and hospitality which bore
the brunt of the shutdowns topped the list, regain-
ing 280,000 - 176,000 of those in restaurants and
bars. Labor Secretary Marty Walsh credited “good

economic policy but also a competent vaccination
plan.” And, “A lot more people are getting more
confident in coming back into the workforce,”
Walsh said on Fox Business.

Labor economist Diane Swonk of Grant
Thornton one of the few who accurately predicted
the blockbuster report, pointed to “the lifting of
restrictions on indoor venues and a surge in spring
break travel”. But the figures showed the white
women were the biggest winners last month, with
nearly half a million returning to work. “Young
mothers who have little to no access to child care
returned en masse to the labor force as schools
reopened,” Swonk said.

Remaining scars 
But the data show lasting damage from the pan-

demic: Black unemployment remains little changed at
9.6 percent, and average hourly earnings fell by four
cents to $29.96, reflecting rehiring of lower wage
workers who bring down the average. In addition,
there are nearly six million more workers now than
before the pandemic who either are working part
time because they cannot find a full time position, or
are on the sidelines because they have not been able
to find work, the report said. With all of those work-
ers included the unemployment rate is 10.7 percent,
compared to 7.0 percent in Feb 2020. Robert Frick
of Navy Federal Credit Union said the data offered
“clues of problems we’ll face in the future... foreshad-
owing that moving millions of Americans back into
the labor force will be an issue in the drive to return
to pre-pandemic employment levels.”  — AFP  
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US lawmakers 
press online ad 
auctioneers
over user data
SAN FRANCISCO: A bipartisan
group of US senators on Friday sent
letters to major digital ad exchanges,
including Google and Twitter, asking
whether user data was sold to foreign
entities who could use it for blackmail
or other malicious ends. In the real-time
bidding process to decide which per-
sonalized ads a user sees when a web
page loads, hundreds of businesses
receive a user’s personal information,
including search history, IP address,
age and gender.

Questions about the sale of data
gathered during the auction process
were also sent to AT&T, Index
Exchange, Magnite, OpenX, PubMatic
and Verizon, according to the office of
Senator Ron Wyden, a Democrat rep-
resenting Oregon. “Few Americans real-
ize that some auction participants are
siphoning off and storing ‘bidstream’
data to compile exhaustive dossiers
about them,” Wyden and other senators
wrote in letters to the companies.

“This information would be a gold-
mine for foreign intelligence services
that could exploit it to inform and
supercharge hacking, blackmail, and
influence campaigns.” While online ad
exchanges use automated bidding sys-
tems to determine which ads to show
people using internet services, data
such as user locations, devices, and web
activity can be gathered, according to
the senators.

“These dossiers are being openly
sold to anyone with a credit card, includ-
ing to hedge funds, political campaigns,
and even to governments,” the senators
wrote. Questions sent to the companies
included what information is gathered
about people in the course of serving up
ads and which foreign firms have bought
such data from them, according to the
release. The companies were given until
May 4 to provide answers.

Twitter told AFP it had received the
letter and intended to respond. The oth-
er companies did not immediately
respond to queries for comment.
Google has pledged to steer clear of
tracking individual online activity when
it begins implementing a new system
for targeting ads without the use of so-
called “cookies”. The Internet giant’s
widely used Chrome browser recently
began testing an alternative to the
tracking practice that it believes could
improve online privacy while stil l
enabling advertisers to serve up rele-
vant messages. — AFP  

WASHINGTON: US President Joe Biden speaks to reporters after talking about the March jobs report in the State
Dining Room of the White House on April 2, 2021. — AFP 

Biden hails recovery as jobs surge
Businesses reopening nationwide, vaccine access opening up 

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service
provider in Kuwait, concluded its interactive pro-
motional campaign ‘Score with Zain’, through which
the company announced Fatimah Adel Al Kandari
as the winner of the Mercedes A35 AMG Grand
Prize. Throughout the campaign, Zain awarded tens
of customers with weekly cash prizes and valuable
smart devices.

‘Score with Zain’ is one of the company’s biggest
interactive campaigns launched exclusively for Zain
customers. The campaign comes as part of Zain’s
continuous efforts to offer its customers the latest
innovative solutions in the world of Value-Added
Services. The company is always keen on offering
the best and most advanced services to its cus-
tomer base, which makes up the largest family of
subscribes in Kuwait. 

The campaign, which Zain organizes in collabo-
ration with ITG Group, offered unique daily con-

tent via SMS, which tested the general knowledge
of subscribers for a chance to win a weekly cash
prize of KD 300 and valuable smart devices. In
addition, ‘Score with Zain’ featured the Mercedes
A35 AMG Grand Prize which Zain awarded at the
end of the campaign. 

Zain continuously works on improving all its
services to continue its tireless efforts towards
adopting the latest and most advanced solutions,
with the aim of maintaining its leadership position
in the Kuwaiti market. The company affirms its
promise to always offer a variety of services and
solutions to meet the personal and professional
needs of Kuwait’s largest family of subscribers.

Zain strives to offer customers the latest servic-
es and solutions in the world of Value-Added
Services, all with the aim of surpassing customers’
expectations. The company will continue to lead
the Kuwaiti telecom sector by launching unprece-

dented services, products, and solutions in addition
to value added services geared at maintaining its
leading position in the country.  

‘Score with Zain’ campaign crowns
Fatimah Al Kandari with Mercedes 
A35 AMG Grand Prize

Japan scientist 
given Nobel for 
LED lamp dies
TOKYO: Japanese Nobel laureate Isamu Akasaki, who
won the physics prize for pioneering energy-efficient
LED lighting - a weapon against global warming and
poverty - has died aged 92, his university said Friday.
Akasaki won the 2014 prize with two other scientists,
Hiroshi Amano and Shuji Nakamura. Together they devel-
oped the blue light-emitting diode, described as a “revo-
lutionary” invention by the Nobel jury.

He died of pneumonia on Thursday morning at a hos-
pital in the city of Nagoya, according to a statement on
the website of Meijo University, where Akasaki had been
a professor. LED lamps last for tens of thousands of hours
and use just a fraction of energy compared with the
incandescent lightbulb pioneered by Thomas Edison in
the 19th century. Red and green diodes had been around
for a long time, but devising a blue LED was the holy
grail, as all three colors need to be mixed to recreate the
white light of the Sun.

The trio made their breakthrough in the 1990s, after
three long decades of dogged work, when they man-
aged to coax bright blue beams from semiconductors.
“Their inventions were revolutionary. Incandescent light
bulbs lit the 20th century. The 21st century will be lit by
LED lamps,” the Nobel jury said in 2014. As well as pro-
viding the missing piece of the puzzle for bright white
lamps, their breakthrough also helped develop the color
LED screens used in smartphones and a plethora of
modern tech.

After winning the prize, Akasaki had advice for young
researchers: “Don’t be fooled by fashionable subjects. Do
whatever you like if it’s really what you want to do.” “At
first, it was said that this could not be invented during the
20th century. A lot of people left (the research project), but
I never considered doing so,” he said.

Born in 1929 in Kagoshima in southern Japan, Akasaki
graduated from the prestigious Kyoto University in 1952.
After working for several years as a researcher at Kobe

Kogyo Corporation - now Fujitsu - he began his academic
career at Nagoya University in 1959. In an interview pub-
lished by Meijo University in 2010, he described the trio’s
struggle to earn recognition for their work. “When we
announced in 1981 results which were important at that
time at an international conference, there was no reaction. I
felt alone in the wilderness,” he said. “But I was determined
not to quit this research, even if I was alone.” —AFP  

LinkedIn gives 
staff week off 
for well-being
SAN FRANCISCO: Professional social net-
work LinkedIn is giving nearly al l  of  i ts
15,900 full-time workers next week off as it
seeks to avoid burnout and allow its employ-
ees to recharge, the company told AFP
Friday. The Microsoft-owned firm said that
the “RestUp!” week starting tomorrow is
meant to give employees time for their own
well-being.

“There is something magical about the
entire company taking a break at the same
time,” LinkedIn said in reply to an AFP inquiry.
“And the best part? Not coming back to an
avalanche of unanswered internal emails.”
During the week, LinkedIn wil l  provide
employees who may feel isolated the option of
taking part in daily activities such as volun-
teering for worthy causes through “random
acts of kindness,” according to the company.

“A core team of employees will continue to
work for the week, but they will be able to
schedule time off later,” LinkedIn said. Major
technology companies were among the first in
the US to adopt working from home last year
to help slow the spread of the coronavirus,
and most have yet to ful ly reopen their
offices. Twitter has extended remote working
indefinitely.

LinkedIn does not expect employees to
begin  returning to  i ts  of f ices  unt i l
September, and plans to make it standard
practice to let them work from home as much
as half of the time. Microsoft in mid-2016
bought LinkedIn for $26.2 billion in cash,
stepping into the world of social networking
and adding a new tool for its efforts to boost
services for business. — AFP  

STOCKHOLM: In this file photo taken on Dec 10, 2014, Nobel
Physics laureate Isamu Akasaki poses with the Nobel Prize
during the 2014 award ceremony at the Stockholm Concert
Hall. —AFP  


